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The liver fluke cometh

though I’m dead & so very game from you
there are tugs on the seastrings running from the sea
stitched gut goggles to swim through in order you
inherit the next breathing please on in
to the next so I’m still keen as a mountain
as quick up as quiet falling off wood bars between
two quiet high points in space shuffling
rivalling the tory in the actual event, the manmade
is fielded with fat burs & begins to crank until stop
the liver fluke cometh, pack the ready bags
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the Interrupters
     
  no two can meet the way we have met
   WS Graham

a foyet like the day of the dead
for it is full with missing children
this is how violence starts, first
the perception of a slight of an insult
within the context of a culture that
has taught the imperative that you must
never back down. Second, the decision
that the affront can only be answered
in a physical reprisal. So death ensues
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Mercenary

famously friendship is not on a success to an insect say
so while one friend goes her way, the other shouts
assurances through the bathroom door for they
are either apart growing closer slower or it is
the inevitable decline into starting again again
I find employment in the median of We wealthiest
a sort of pale, friendless mercenary, so equipped
to deal with irascible children & a frightening
lack of perspective through example & not diatribe
there is no greater nobility at war in the borough
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Though it hasn’t gone very well

pity gutted in the hotel built on a wall
& though it hasn’t gone very well I am afraid
if I go out my tail will freeze in pre-penicillin
wars with crows cawing in the forests
were this the past where the male version 
& the not born children should elicit sympathy
sad I am to not remember that perfect line
for this poem that I had dreamed oh well 
on with the end of the german basics
the lean to a spider you are afraid to become
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The bleached is not a white

the bleached is not a white whale while I remember
it is more of a yellow, a security tag for the lion gates
as it perishes it’s heart bursting in attack, the salt
water damming its arteries, the whale turns eyes down
to watch its deathplace rise into view & that’s when
the mitten crabs come with their light sacks
& televisions who can sell anything and are well aware
they might mourn the recent meat but don’t care
about that at all really for the on is on so
stop talking because they’re watching the thing
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That really means you pay

  then holier than innocence, like ten infant commandments
   WS Graham

that really means you pay for your food
and the poverry with its brown fingerless homeless
mittens isn’t so much of a freeloader through
the frosted glass, the chance to put legs on
and reload the new Irish girl with the short
call that kills an hour & I’d miss you very
much but it’s an amazing idea that south
africa could be experienced as hopeful or anything
but an inconsistency & shows the possibilities
of the human mind to pretend everything is fine
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Over me climbed the brand

over me climbed the brand new clean
shaped to present the high county court judgement
the product as real living that is financial
history of women and man in order they not creep
though new towns, like Swindon, anew without
roots at least for storytelling about joy
a silent buttress on the houses of the clever
experian is the notebook of our online
personality, much more of a man than
say a fighter in the pubs and clubs of Dover

I’ve not the excuse of sex in a civil partnership
to release myself from the serving subletting
here I am locked, soon to be closer even
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Aboriginal prisoners of war

aboriginal prisoners of war are allowed
their Kangaroo tail delicacies even if they
have been tried by white courts and sentenced
to life and imprisoned thousands of miles from
their ancestral lands, effectively rendering
them non-homo, empty space, cleanwashed
the slave criminal turns into carriage into
such time that names are next, so impressive
to see ventriloquism of this standard, here
in the desert, where snakes have need of
their horrific poison, lest they starve
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